
Dear Parents, 

To prepare your child for next year, we are working on recognising letters and letter sounds.  

You can use letter cards to practise looking at the letters to recognise them and making the 

letter sounds to link the letter and sound. You could also begin to practice letter writing by 

tracing and copying. 

Please continue to help your child to write their name. Children can feel overwhelmed so 

please take small steps and remember there is no pressure. With longer names begin by 

practising a few letters as introducing it to them all at once can feel too much. We are 

aiming to encourage the children to be confident learners by taking it in small steps. 

Remember lots of positive praise for trying – the effort is more important than the result. 

Begin by holding the pencil correctly between finger and thumb, and encourage mark-making 

activities. 

- Colouring in, focusing on marking a specific area of the picture and staying between 

the lines 

- Draw around own or others hand, trying to stay close to fingers 

- Draw around stencils, trying to follow contours of shape 

- Trace over lines, circles, zig-zags in a continuous motion. 

- Encouraging your child to trace over letters and their name and then to begin copy 

writing it. 

Encourage your child to become interested in environmental print and letter sound. 

- Read story books togethers pointing to words and talking about their initial sounds 

- Recognise letters in logos and shop signs 

- Read labels in the shops and supermarkets 

- Look for letters in advertisements and posters 

- Go on a sound hunt, looking for items beginning with given sounds. 

- Continue to sing nursery rhymes  

- Create small groups of items by arranging them by initial sounds. 

- Play rhyming games and create silly rhymes, e.g. The dog on the log ate a frog! 

- Cut up the letters to create CVC words to sound out, e.g. c-a-t, b-a-t, h-a-t 

- Write letters with chalks out side and ask children to find a sound, e.g. jump on ‘m’ or 

‘b’, this could be extended to using words. Find the initial sound for ‘h-a-t’ or ‘d-o-g’ 

We would love for children to develop a love of reading and to have fun exploring letters and 

sounds. 

Thank you for your support 

Mrs Cordner, Mrs Thornton, Sam, Joanne and Michelle 



Letters focused on to date, -p, d, m, s, e, a, t, n, g, o, i, b, u, l, f, c, k, r, h, 

p d m q 

s e a w 

t n g x 

o i b y 

u l f z 

c k r ck 

h j v qu 
 


